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Abstract: The study is an attempt to give a picture of discord of motivational and personality sphere of the
youth; its gender features are identified, statistically significant results of the comparative analysis of gender
groups performed by personal and motivational methods are presented. The resulting statistically-reasoned
generalized motivational and personality profiles of male and female groups include the features of emotional
sphere and psycho-physical well-being, personality sphere and self-attitude; specific character of social
interaction of a personality is described; particularities of needs profile and conflicting needs, characteristics
of axiological and life-purpose orientations, internal conflicts and vacuums of the studentship are investigated.
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INTRODUCTION Our study considers motivational and personality

Many experts emphasize the significance of from available situation motivational-purpose formations
investigation of motivational and personality sphere, main [7] which orientate personality's actions [8, 9].
units of motivational-purpose formations in  young  age The aim of this study is to find out gender features of
[1, 2], a period of the quest for the purpose in one's own motivational and personality sphere of the youth, for
life [3], intensive formation of the system of dominating achievement of this aim the following tasks have been
needs [4], central motivational-purpose formations solved: problematic of motivational and personality
influencing development of personality (L. Bozhovich, B. sphere in national and foreign psychological science has
Sosnovsky, V. Merlin, D. Leontiev, A. Maslow etc.). been studied, comparative analysis of particularities of

During this period a complex system of individualized motivation and personality features depending on gender
contradictions is developing which characterizes the of the person was done.
stress of internal human life [5], understanding Randomized sample included all-year students of
surrounding world  by  him  of  [6],  his  place  in  it  and Vladivostok universities who were obtaining Bachelor's
the  attitude  to  it,  to  people  around   him,   to  himself degree (5 years within), average age of which was 21.
(K. Abulkhanova-Slavskaya, L. Antsiferova, F. Vasilyuk, Secondary sample is presented by separate male and
A. Zakharov, V. Myasishchev etc.). female groups (59 and 41% accordingly).

In this age the need in sex-determined behaviour
goes to the first place (Yu. Aleshina, A. Volovich, V. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Kagan, G. Breslav, S. Nartova-Bochaver), different
psychological determination of men’ and women’ Complex system of parameters chosen for the
behaviour begins to play prominent part in life [1]: purposes of this study allows to conclude about the
therefore the results of socio-psychological subject as a whole in terms of his depth and various
investigations with due regard to gender characteristics aspirations.  Analysis  of  needs   and   motivational
must be analyzed. sphere  and   axiological-purpose  sphere of a  person  was

sphere as combination of stable, relatively independent
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performed in regard to needs profile (B. Sosnovsky), the Different elements of “ideal” and real professional
level of de-integration of motivational and personality profiles do not correspond to each other. Students
sphere and the measurement of discord of value- are little oriented to development of their skills in the
accessibility in different life spheres, internal conflicts (IC) spheres directly connected with their   speciality.
and vacuums (E. Fantalova), hierarchy of axiological (M. They are more oriented to the values than to the
Rokich) and life-purpose (D. Leontiev) orientations, as skills needed by specific work. Their need for
well as by method "Personality conflicts" (L. Veselova), security and stability restricts the career choices [10];
based on conflicting needs. This set of methods is Needs sphere is charecterazed by external rather than
supplemented  by   tests  for  study  of  axiological  needs: internal motivation. For students the keenness, the
Mini-Mult  (F.   Berezin),   method   to   test  self- attitude type of work are not of so importance as tangible
(R.  Pantileev),  career  orientations test  (A.  Shein)  and results, successful interaction with interesting
by  a  complex  of psycho-diagnostic tests for evaluation people;
of  psychological  and  physical  well-being  of  a  person Structure of self-attitude of the youth is positive as
(A. Zakharov). a whole. During studying at the university the

Statistical analysis is presented by evaluation of recognition of “I”, open attitude to oneself, “internal
statistical significance with the aid of inductive statistics honesty” grow;
methods (Student method, method of Chi-square, rank Side by side with positive features (for example,
correlation method of Mann-Witney). In order to achieve honesty and commitment) negative characteristics of
maximally accurate result, we used multi-functional a person are observed (for example, avoiding of
combined criteria of Fisher/Kolmogorov-Smirnov with all responsibility and neglecting of social norms).
methods of evaluation. Domination of the features of anxiety-hypochondriac

Main Part: For finding out gender features of unbalanced mood (especially at the first and the final
motivational and personality sphere of the youth we shall year) shows the crisis process at this age.
list specific features of young age [1-3]:

The youth is characterized by de-integration of regard to gender of respondents we obtained statistically
motivational and personality sphere, conflicting significant differences between male and female youth
character of one's own “I”, dissatisfaction with groups (Table 1, 2).
present situation and is connected with different Statistically significant differences between gender
degrees of psychological and physical trouble; groups  were  not found by integral coefficient of personal
Discord of motivational and personality sphere of conflicts  (PC),  in  the  level  of  discord  in  motivational
students to a great extent is presented by internal and  personality  sphere  (USTsD)  and  in  internal
vacuums than internal conflicts; conflict  rate  (MIS)  as the indicator of the level of internal
Structure of axiological orientations of students personality conflict [1].  This is  probably  determined not
reflects first of all age features and only then - by gender features but general age particularities of the
professional features. Professional plans and life youth, by general trends in development: de-integration
purposes of the youth do not match, axiological in  motivational    and    personality    sphere,    availability
orientations are contradictory and are not connected of   personal    conflicts,    increased    internal    conflict
with profession; rate  of the  youth  (often  by  non-productive  character).

type with students, social de-adaptation, as well as

In the course of analysis of empirical data with due

Table 1: Statistically significant results of comparative analysis of gender groups by means of personality-oriented methods
Clusters Methods Scales Criteria Level of significance
Personality particularities MIS Self-guidance Student t-test, p  0,01

Self-attachment Fisher-Kolmogorov criterion p  0,01
Closedness-openness p  0,05
Self-respect p  0,05

Mini-Mult Sincerity Student t-test, p  0,01
Unconscious control over behaviour Pearson criterion p  0,01
Depression Fisher-Kolmogorov criterion p  0,01
Hysteria p  0,01
Psychostenia p  0,05

Psycho-physical well-being of a person SHN, SHS, SHF ypo e  ca o y c Student t-test, p  0,01
ypo e e po a Fisher-Kolmogorov criterion p  0,01
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Table 2: Statistically significant results of comparative analysis of gender groups by means of motivational methods

Clusters Methods Scales Criteria Level of significance

Conflicting needs LK Conflict between the need for quick Student t-test, p  0,01
achievements and absence of ability to
apply efforts and be persistent Fisher-Kolmogorov criterion p  0,05

Needs profile of a person SHP Social appropriateness Student t-test, p  0,01
Need for affiliation Fisher-Kolmogorov criterion p  0,01
Need for cognition p  0,05
Need for domination p  0,05

Values and purposes USTsD, Health Student t-test, p  0,01
Significance of spheres Love Mann-Whitney criterion p  0,01

Freedom Fisher-Kolmogorov criterion p  0,01
Beauty of nature and arts

Accessibility of spheres Health p  0,01
Self-confidence p  0,01
Cognition p  0,05

Discord in motivational and USTsD, Self-confidence Fisher-Kolmogorov criterion p  0,01
personality sphere availability of internal Beauty of nature and arts p  0,05

conflicts Cognition p  0,05
Health p  0,05

Internal vacuums Happy family life p  0,05

Table 3: Generalized motivational and personality profiles of gender groups

Men Women

1 2

Emotional sphere and psychological-physical well-being
Characterized by less inclination to anxities, neurotic defense reactions. Characterized by lower values of neuro-psychological health presented by
Have higher values of psychological and physical well-being; feel themselves high level of neurotic reactions and inclination to psychological and
well and characterized by lower level of neurotization physical problems. They are inclined after failures to surrender to despair,

solve problems by “falling ill”.

Personality sphere and self-attitude
Characterized by critical attitude, less sensitivity, more self-recognition, Very diligent, honest in actions, highly-moral, sincere, obliging but less
recognition of their “I”, internal honesty and openness. able to make decision by themselves. Feel non-confident in themselves,
More rigid “I”-concept, conservative self-sufficiency, denial of possibility avoid responsibility. Believe that “I” depends on external conditions,
and absence of wish to develop their own “I”. vague locus of “I”, bad self-regulation. Closed (defense) self-attitude, are
Positive, completely accepted general background of self-attitude, even worried with incompliance with socially-desired image.
with complacency; more characterized by feeling of competence, Characterized by strong desire of changes, dissatisfaction with themselves,
They have a feeling of reasoning and logic of their internal urges wish to efficiency, instrumentality of “I”. correspond to ideal thinking of
and targets. themselves.
The reduction of unconscious control, too much care in the process More inclined to feel themselves non-persistent and non-systematic
of testing, less sincerity and more control should be mentioned while striving for something important, in the same time do not wish to

be satisfied with what is already achieved, have ambitions to achieve more.

Social personality interaction 
Frank and energetic, do not fear confrontation and want to stand for their Interested in company of friends, helping others and establishing
positions. Less shy and wishing to draw others' attention, seem more than friendly relations. They will be attracted by everything which will give
they are in reality, as well as anxiety, fear and hesitation them broad opportunities of social communication.

More characterized by the wish to be adored, socially approved.
More characterized by conformity

Needs profile
Less need for affiliation and cognition, more wish to dominate, influence less wish to dominate, more need for affiliation and cognition
the others
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Table 3: Continued
Men Women
1 2

Conflicting needs
Less characterized by conflicts between need for quick achievements and Respond with anxiety to conflicts and initiate conflicting relations under
absence of efforts and persistence; between the level of wishes and the level the influence of inner stress.
of achievements. Conflicts between the wish of quick achievements and the absence of efforts
A conflict between the wish to be independent and dependency, getting and persistence, between the level of wishes and the level of achievements.
help and patronage

Values and life-purpose orientations
Significant life spheres: "Freedom" as independence in actions; Significant spheres are: "Love" and "Beauty of nature and arts".
"Health" (physical and psychological). Less accessible sphere is freedom from internal contradictions, doubts
Accessible spheres: "Health", "Self-confidence", "Cognition". and intellectual development, in other words, spheres "Self-confidence"
Low values of life perception as interesting and emotionally saturated. and "Cognition".
Higher values of control locus – “I” Orientation to purposes in future.

Lower values of perception “I” as the owner of life.
Internal conflicts (IC) and vacuums

less IC in spheres "Health" and "Beauty of nature and Arts" More characterized by IC in the spheres "Cognition" and "Self-confidence".
More characterized by domination of accessibility over significance in the "Health" sphere is also unbalanced.
sphere "Happy family life" Domination of significance over accessibility in the sphere "Happy family life".

Here needs’ determination of internal conflict of a person allows  it,  connected with motivation, directed to
first of all is characterized by this specific features of this mastering skills, with percieved cognitive competence and
stage of personal development, age features of self-value, is characteristic only for few (and only at the
motivational and personality sphere, by characteristics of final years).
its support.

Analysis of life-purpose orientations showed that CONCLUSION
girls by  all  scales  exceed standard values and a bit
exceed boys' values by subscales "Life purposes", This research work addresses the problematic of
"Process  of  life  and  emotional  saturation  of  life", motivational and personality sphere in psychology, the
"Locus  of  I-control".  Boy’s  results  do  not differ characteristics of motivational and personality sphere and
greatly from average statistical data (D. Leontiev). the picture of its discord in young age are presented,
Therefore  we  can  talk  about  forming  trend of gender particularities of motivation are clarified on the
increasing “purport” of girls life, about greater orientation basis of comparative analysis of gender groups by means
of them to future aims, about perception of their life as of personality and motivational methods; motivational
interesting and emotionally saturated, in the same time - and personality profiles of male and female groups have
productive. been built.

The results of the conducted study and analysis of Proposed statistically reasoned generalized
the obtained data allow us to draw up generalized motivational and personality profiles of young men and
motivational and personality profiles of male and female girls include description of particularities of emotional and
groups (GMOP), (Table 3): neuro-psychological health sphere, personal features and

In spite of gender differences the youth is the factors of self-attitude, communication character,
characterized by domination of determined, not self- dominating needs and characteristics of axiological-
determined behaviour [11]. Most students are purpose sphere of the students.
characterized by external and de-motivating motivational In order to analyze motivational and personality
subsystems with appropriate type of casual orientation, sphere and its gender particularities in most
characterized by filtering of external and internal comprehensive way side by side with study of content
incentives, non-acceptable for personality; by aspect of the problem, the level of development must be
unconscious motives; by internal conflicts and automatic taken into consideration, flexibility and hierarchy of
actions; constant stresses, non-flexibility, self-deceiving, motivational sphere. In perspective it can be achieved by
deviation from their own inner needs [1, 3]. if we supplement statistical analysis of research data with

The level of identified regulation facilitating the methods of multi-dimensional analysis (cluster, latent
functioning  of  inner  motivation,   if    the  situation structural and factor analysis).
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